2538 for a screening examination. Testing of other modalities, the corneal
reflex, and the motor component of CN V (jaw clench—masseter
muscle) is indicated when suggested by the history.

PART 17
Neurologic Disorders

CN VII (Facial) Look for facial asymmetry at rest and with spontaneous
movements. Test eyebrow elevation, forehead wrinkling, eye closure,
smiling, and cheek puff. Look in particular for differences in the lower
versus upper facial muscles; weakness of the lower two-thirds of the
face with preservation of the upper third suggests an upper motor
neuron lesion, whereas weakness of an entire side suggests a lower
motor neuron lesion.
CN VIII (Vestibulocochlear) Check the patient’s ability to hear a finger
rub or whispered voice with each ear. Further testing for air versus
mastoid bone conduction (Rinne) and lateralization of a 512-Hz tuning fork placed at the center of the forehead (Weber) should be done
if an abnormality is detected by history or examination. Any suspected
problem should be followed up with formal audiometry. For further
discussion of assessing vestibular nerve function in the setting of dizziness, hearing loss, or coma, see Chaps. 28, 43, and 328, respectively.
CN IX, X (Glossopharyngeal, Vagus) Observe the position and symmetry
of the palate and uvula at rest and with phonation (“aah”). The pharyngeal (“gag”) reflex is evaluated by stimulating the posterior pharyngeal
wall on each side with a sterile, blunt object (e.g., tongue blade), but the
reflex is often absent in normal individuals.
CN XI (Spinal Accessory) Check shoulder shrug (trapezius muscle) and
head rotation to each side (sternocleidomastoid) against resistance.
CN XII (Hypoglossal) Inspect the tongue for atrophy or fasciculations,
position with protrusion, and strength when extended against the
inner surface of the cheeks on each side.
MOTOR EXAMINATION
• The bare minimum: Look for muscle atrophy and check extremity
tone. Assess upper extremity strength by checking for pronator drift
and strength of wrist or finger extensors. Assess lower extremity
strength by checking strength of the toe extensors and having the
patient walk normally and on heels and toes.
The motor examination includes observations of muscle appearance,
tone, and strength. Although gait is in part a test of motor function, it
is usually evaluated separately at the end of the examination.
Appearance Inspect and palpate muscle groups under good light
and with the patient in a comfortable and symmetric position. Check
for muscle fasciculations, tenderness, and atrophy or hypertrophy.
Involuntary movements may be present at rest (e.g., tics, myoclonus,
choreoathetosis), during maintained posture (pill-rolling tremor of
Parkinson’s disease), or with voluntary movements (intention tremor
of cerebellar disease or familial tremor).
Tone Muscle tone is tested by measuring the resistance to passive
movement of a relaxed limb. Patients often have difficulty relaxing
during this procedure, so it is useful to distract the patient to minimize
active movements. In the upper limbs, tone is assessed by rapid pronation and supination of the forearm and flexion and extension at the
wrist. In the lower limbs, while the patient is supine the examiner’s
hands are placed behind the knees and rapidly raised; with normal
tone, the ankles drag along the table surface for a variable distance
before rising, whereas increased tone results in an immediate lift of the
heel off the surface. Decreased tone is most commonly due to lower
motor neuron or peripheral nerve disorders. Increased tone may be
evident as spasticity (resistance determined by the angle and velocity
of motion; corticospinal tract disease), rigidity (similar resistance in
all angles of motion; extrapyramidal disease), or paratonia (fluctuating changes in resistance; frontal lobe pathways or normal difficulty
in relaxing). Cogwheel rigidity, in which passive motion elicits jerky
interruptions in resistance, is seen in parkinsonism.
Strength Testing for pronator drift is an extremely useful method for
screening upper limb weakness. The patient is asked to hold both arms
fully extended and parallel to the ground with eyes closed. This position
should be maintained for ~10 s; any flexion at the elbow or fingers or
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pronation of the forearm, especially if asymmetric, is a sign of potential
weakness. Muscle strength is further assessed by having the patient exert
maximal effort for the particular muscle or muscle group being tested.
It is important to isolate the muscles as much as possible, i.e., hold the
limb so that only the muscles of interest are active. It is also helpful to
palpate accessible muscles as they contract. Grading muscle strength
and evaluating the patient’s effort is an art that takes time and practice.
Muscle strength is traditionally graded using the following scale:
0 = no movement
1 = flicker or trace of contraction but no associated movement at
a joint
2 = movement with gravity eliminated
3 = movement against gravity but not against resistance
4− = movement against a mild degree of resistance
4 = movement against moderate resistance
4+ = movement against strong resistance
5 = full power
However, in many cases, it is more practical to use the following
terms:
Paralysis = no movement
Severe weakness = movement with gravity eliminated
Moderate weakness = movement against gravity but not against mild
resistance
Mild weakness = movement against moderate resistance
Full strength
Noting the pattern of weakness is as important as assessing the
magnitude of weakness. Unilateral or bilateral weakness of the upper
limb extensors and lower limb flexors (“pyramidal weakness”) suggests
a lesion of the pyramidal tract, bilateral proximal weakness suggests
myopathy, and bilateral distal weakness suggests peripheral neuropathy.
REFLEX EXAMINATION
• The bare minimum: Check the biceps, patellar, and Achilles reflexes.
Muscle Stretch Reflexes Those that are typically assessed include the
biceps (C5, C6), brachioradialis (C5, C6), and triceps (C7, C8) reflexes
in the upper limbs and the patellar or quadriceps (L3, L4) and Achilles
(S1, S2) reflexes in the lower limbs. The patient should be relaxed and
the muscle positioned midway between full contraction and extension.
Reflexes may be enhanced by asking the patient to voluntarily contract
other, distant muscle groups (Jendrassik maneuver). For example,
upper limb reflexes may be reinforced by voluntary teeth-clenching,
and the Achilles reflex by hooking the flexed fingers of the two hands
together and attempting to pull them apart. For each reflex tested, the
two sides should be tested sequentially, and it is important to determine
the smallest stimulus required to elicit a reflex rather than the maximum response. Reflexes are graded according to the following scale:
0 = absent
1 = present but diminished
2 = normoactive
3 = exaggerated
4 = clonus
Cutaneous Reflexes The plantar reflex is elicited by stroking, with a
noxious stimulus such as a tongue blade, the lateral surface of the sole
of the foot beginning near the heel and moving across the ball of the
foot to the great toe. The normal reflex consists of plantar flexion of the
toes. With upper motor neuron lesions above the S1 level of the spinal
cord, a paradoxical extension of the toe is observed, associated with
fanning and extension of the other toes (termed an extensor plantar
response, or Babinski sign). However, despite its popularity, the reliability and validity of the Babinski sign for identifying upper motor
neuron weakness is limited—it is far more useful to rely on tests of
tone, strength, stretch reflexes, and coordination. Superficial abdominal reflexes are elicited by gently stroking the abdominal surface
near the umbilicus in a diagonal fashion with a sharp object (e.g., the
wooden end of a cotton-tipped swab) and observing the movement of
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